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As the leaves fall from his favorite tree, Fletcher worries that something is terribly wrong. But then

winter comes, and with it a wonderful surprise.Do you know what it is? Join Fletcher and find out. . .

.
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This is a beautiful book.Fletcher is a young fox that has noticed the forest is changing as the

summer comes to an end.He has a favorite tree.When he sees the way the leaves are changing he

thinks that the tree is sick.He does everything he can think of to help the tree keep it's leaves.Of

course in the end he can't save the leaves and he goes home very sad with the last leave that was

on the tree. The next day he wakes up and goes to his tree and is mesmarized by the sight of the

tree.It's beautiful it's covered in icicles and shining in the morning sunlight.He asks the tree if it is

okay and the tree in a sense answers him. The wind blows and the tree shakes and the icicles

tingle.To Fletcher it sounds like the tree is laughing and he takes this to mean that the tree is alright.

The illustrations are wonderful and the last one of the tree with the icicles is fabulous it is done with

a type of glitter.Very pretty effect.I very much recommend this book



A change of seasons is in the air. Fletcher the fox doesn't understand and now he's worried.He

sees his favorite tree changing colors and losing leaves. What else would a good friend do but try to

help?Fletcher tries to save the tree's leaves but they insist on falling to the ground. He tries to catch

them and return them to their owner but that doesn't work.Even the other creatures of the forest

aren't cooperating. A squirrel is happy to have Fletcher's friend's leaves in his nest. A porcupine is

thrilled to have the leaves to help keep him warm.Fletcher feels like he's failing his friend the tree.

He only manages to save one leaf and promises to take good care of it.His curiosity over what is

happening to his friend and his concern that something is going terribly wrong leads Fletcher back

to the tree. What awaits him is something he never expected.Fletcher and the Falling Leaves is an

excellent lesson in the change of seasons for children. The illustrations are very unique and

resemble beautiful watercolor paintings.The words are easy to follow for young readers. The best

part is, it's a great story for parents to read to children of every age and Fletcher's story will surely

become a child's favorite.

This is a great book to teach the little ones about the change in seasons (from Fall to Winter). It also

teaches about caring for others. My son loved it and the art is really beautiful. Great book!

As a former teacher I have shared many a books with classes. This one I promise will mesmerize

children and delight adults as well. It is heartfelt, childlike, innocent, and captivating. I would

recommend this book as a great gift book and a must have for your personal library.

It's rare that a children's book comes along where both the artwork and the language reach the

heights offered up by Fletcher and the Falling Leaves. The story's premise--a young fox attempts to

protect his favorite tree from the encroachment of autumn, trying in vain to keep it leaved, literally to

the last leaf--could have easily become overly sentimental and cloying. Instead, there is a true

sense of sadness and empathy leavened by some wonderfully quirky moments all of which lead to a

close that is as satisfying as it is moving. As it is, the story could certainly have stood on its own for

plot alone, regardless of language or art. But the artwork is simply sensational, the impressionistic

watercolors perfectly matching each page's tone and sentiment, matching the movement of time

through day and night, from fall to winter, culminating in perfect pace with the plot in a final

illustration of the tree that is simply beautiful. It's a good book for the story, an excellent book for the

story plus the art. What makes it a great book, truly a beautiful book, is the language, which never

fails to please, to startle, to jostle. The words are sharp and vivid, the rhythm carries you along, and



the rhymes and slant rhymes sneak up on you in singular moments of sheer joy in language. The

book is a pure clinic in children's picture books as all three elements--plot, art, and language--each

alone a superior example, come together to create a whole even greater than its impressive parts. A

great book, highly recommended.

Oh how we love Fletcher! This sweet little fox has the sweetest heart and is always so concerned

with nature. Here he is worried about the leaves that are falling from the trees as the seasons are

changing. He doesn't want them to be lonely, you see and he thinks they will get lost and feel alone.

So he does all he can to help the leaves stay on the trees until he finally understands that each

season has a purpose and nature has a way of knowing what it is doing. What he sees when all of

the trees finally all fall will amaze you. We read these book over and over and it is always a favorite

in our home!

This book captured how a little kid must feel when watching the relentless march of nature that

takes away the comfortable zone a child is in and replaces it with something strange and scary.

Good story here and deeply can help children cope with change and not be afraid.

Cute story- the pictures were impressionistic and I like more realistic ones for very young children. I

especially thought the last picture of the tree in winter could have depicted the snow and icicles

better. But the story is entertaining.
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